Schlage Biometrics – Final E-Series Discontinuation

February 20, 2013

Effective immediately, Schlage will no longer be accepting orders for E-Series complete units. This affects the following models on both our Access Control and Time & Attendance businesses:

- ID3D-R
- ID3D-RW
- LH-100
- LH-100-RW
- HP-RR
- HP-RT
- HP-RS
- HP-RW

Spares and service parts are expected to be available through 2014. E-Series readers will be covered by the standard 12 month limited warranty policy.

In addition, we are no longer accepting requests for firmware modifications on the E-Series. However, we will consult with customers to identify an existing configuration that may meet their needs.

The F-Series units (HandKey & HandPunch) are available with optional enclosures to replace many common E-Series applications. Enclosures (FX-ENCL or TX-ENCL) can be purchased with the unit when the application requires additional environmental protection.

Schlage reserves the right to modify the product return policy and parts policy and pricing to reflect the phase out environment of these products.

Thank you for your continued support of Schlage biometrics and the rest of Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies leading products and solutions.

Sincerely,

Susan Osowski
Product Manager